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At a time when the news cycle turns on a tweet, journalism gets confused with opinion, and facts
are treated as negotiable information, applying critical thinking skills to your social media
consumption is more important than ever.Guy P. Harrison, an upbeat advocate of scientific
literacy and positive skepticism, demonstrates how critical thinking can enhance the benefits of
social media while giving users the skills to guard against its dangers.Social media has more
than two billion users and continues to grow. Its widespread appeal as a means of staying in
touch with friends and keeping up with daily news masks some serious pitfalls-- misinformation,
pseudoscience, fraud, propaganda, and irrational beliefs, for example, presented in an
attractive, easy-to-share form. This book will teach you how to resist the psychological and
behavioral manipulation of social media and avoid the mistakes that millions have already made
and now regret.Harrison presents scientific studies that show why your subconscious mind
loves social media and how that can work against your ability to critically evaluate information.
Among other things, social media reinforces your biases, clouds your judgment with images that
leave a false impression, and fills your brain with anecdotes that become cheap substitutes for
objective data. The very nature of the technology keeps you in a bubble; by tracking your
preferences it sends only filtered newsfeeds, so that you rarely see anything that might
challenge your set notions. Harrison explores the implications of having digital "friends" and the
effects on mood, self-esteem, and the cultivation of friendship in the real world. He discusses
how social media affects attention spans and the ability to consider issues in depth. And he
suggests ways to protect yourself against privacy invasion, cyberstalking, biased misinformation,
catfishing, trolls, misuse of photos, and the confusion over fake news versus credible journalism.
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Evolution—change, transition, upheaval—is nothing new, of course. This moment, however, has
a heavy feel to it, as if something profound is gaining momentum. This is so big that it may join
the short list of all-time game changers: bipedalism, brain expansion, tool making, control of fire,
language, music, sea travel, agriculture, pastoralism, civilization, mathematics, philosophy,
industrialization, aviation, spaceflight, and social media. Wait, social media? You cannot be
serious. Social media?How can anyone think of Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter, and so
on as catalysts for some looming deep and revolutionary shift for all of humankind? Aren't these
nothing more than glorified time-sucks that enable us to share inane videos, brag about the
minor triumphs of our common lives, call strangers mean names, and gobble up fake news?
Aren't these social media platforms just a way for companies to track us, spy on us, and sell off
the crumb trails of our private lives to the highest bidder? How can social media possibly matter?
Look a little deeper and it becomes clear that the explosive popularity of social media is an
important global phenomenon, a force that may be restructuring humanity. For all the banality
and ethical concerns, Facebook and other platforms seem to be fulfilling the great promise of the
Internet: to connect and tie our species together like never before. Soon there will be many tens
of billions of devices connected to the Internet. We are in the process of wiring the world and
ourselves rapidly and completely. Think Before You Like addresses some of the challenges and
dangers that come with online connection, networking, and interaction. Some concerns are
external, such as the way social media companies collect and profit off users’ “private” data.
They also manipulate people's minds, hook them in ways not so different from how casinos
manage to keep gambling addicts planted in front of slot machines for hours. Other concerns are
internal. Most social media users are not aware of the natural and standard human cognitive
biases, mental shortcuts, perception problems, and emotional weak spots that can and do trip
them up online. This book can help with that.Acknowledging serious problems does not mean
we must fear, hate, or reject social media. A bit of awareness and personal dedication to good
thinking can be enough to significantly elevate and make safer the social media experience. It
should not surprise us that billions have been drawn to one form of social media or another. We
are primates, social creatures who find it not only enjoyable but also necessary to form social
bonds and maintain near-constant communication with others. The worst fate for a prisoner, for
example, is not the threat of violence, regret, boredom, bad food, or even torture. It's isolation.
Prison administrators use solitary confinement as the ultimate punishment for prisoners who
refuse to follow rules. Separate a human from humanity, and you move to kill something
important within him or her. People need people; and social media feeds the hunger, to some
degree. These various platforms help us do what we must: communicate, share feelings, gossip,
teach, learn, brag, envy, hate, and love.If the trends hold, its seems that everyone eventually will
be connected within multiple, overlapping digital networks. Facebook, still so young, now has
more than two billion users.1 WhatsApp and YouTube claim a billion each.2 QQ and WeChat are
both moving toward a billion users.3 Do you know about Baidu Tieba? If not, you might one day
soon because more than 600 million of your fellow humans are already on it.4 Even with user



overlap, we can see that social media is big and getting bigger. But let's not get carried
away.Social media sites are great for keeping in touch with old friends and finding new ones.
Everybody loves it when Facebook helps people raise funds for a beloved teacher's cancer
treatment. But, as with any other far-reaching human endeavor, this one comes with a few
negatives. Terrorists love social media, too, and some use it to their advantage, as do criminals,
bullies, and imbeciles who spread nonsense. Social media platforms are tools that can be used
to build or to destroy.This book is neither an endorsement nor a condemnation of social media. I
have no idea if the good will outweigh the bad in the long term. And, when realistic virtual reality
and augmented reality arrive in force, social media is sure to morph and evolve rapidly. All that
can be said with certainty today is that there is an urgent need for all users to arm themselves
with knowledge about how social media companies operate, how our brains function online, and
what steps we can take to protect ourselves.This is not a book aimed at dumb or gullible people.
This book is for smart, reasonable people, just like you. The social media arena is a place where
millions of human minds are manipulated and steered for someone else's gain. High intelligence
or traditional educational accomplishments won't be enough to protect you. There is no place for
arrogance here. Those who believe they could never fall for a silly belief already have. Those
who think they are above being exploited online and made vulnerable make the easiest marks.
Awareness about the realities of various social media ecosystems can be off-putting. But don't
be afraid. Be prepared. Don't turn off social media, necessarily; but use it wisely.Guy P.
HarrisonCalifornia, 2017We're going to connect everybody.—Mark Zuckerberg, cofounder of
Facebook1You're an interesting species. An interesting mix. You're capable of such beautiful
dreams, and such horrible nightmares. You feel so lost, so cut off, so alone; only, you're not. See,
in all our searching, the only thing we've found that makes the emptiness bearable is each other.
—Contact (1997 film)2We are at a moment of temptation, ready to turn to machines for
companionship even as we seem pained or inconvenienced to engage with each other in
settings as simple as a grocery store. We want technology to step up as we ask people to step
back.—Sherry Turkle, professor of the social studies of science and technology, MIT3Social
media is bullshit.—B. J. Mendelson, writer4Is Earth a social planet? It certainly seems so, given
the prevalence of social media. It's everywhere; nearly everyone is online and connected. And
it's not just people. If anything, we humans were late to the party. Our Internet may seem ultra-
cool and revolutionary to us, but the general concept is neither new nor unique. Many of the life-
forms we share this planet with have used and relied on their own complex, extended social
networks for many millions of years. Bacteria, for example, generally regarded as one of the
simplest forms of life, are not so simple that they don't use “quorum sensing.” This is a kind of
social media action-network that enables them to keep track of how many of their “friends” are
nearby. These tiniest of creatures send signals to one another in the form of molecules called
autoinducers.5Not only do some bacteria communicate with one another and maintain social
ties, they also “resolve conflicts” within their networks and even send “friend requests” to
bacterium who are outside their social circle. “Our study shows that bacteria living in biofilm



communities do something similar to sending electronic messages to friends,” said Jacqueline
Humphries, a UC San Diego researcher.6 “We found that bacteria from one species can send
long-range electrical signals that will lead to the recruitment of new members from another
species.”Plants do it, too. Look around your backyard, a city park, or a forest and you see grass,
bushes, and trees. What you don't see is nature's Internet; but it's there. Most plant life on Earth
is wired together into vast underground social networks provided to them by fungi. This organic
and natural information superhighway serves an estimated 90 percent of all land plants.7 Their
Internet has been around for millions of years. It is made up of long, thin fibers called mycelium,
and through it plants share information and nutrients, including carbon.Much like our Internet,
bad things can happen on the “wood wide web,” too. Some plants use their connectivity to steal
nutrients from other plants. Some send toxins via mycelium to harm rivals. Plants even have
privacy issues like us. The dodder vine, for example, is a parasitic plant that attaches to other
plants to suck water and nutrients from them. The dodder also does something that is similar to
what social media companies are up to with their users’ information. The dodder takes in data, in
the form of RNA molecules from the host plant, and uses it for its own good. If the host is about
to flower, for example, the dodder will flower too. This is because sometimes plants die after
flowering and the dodder doesn't want to be stuck with a dead host without completing its
flowering cycle.8 Given the ubiquitous and complex connectivity we find in nature, it feels a bit
like we are behind. But we're catching up fast.THE GLOBAL LURE OF SOCIAL
MEDIAPercentage of Internet Users on Social Media:9Middle East86%Latin
America82%Africa76%United States71%Six European Nations (France, the United Kingdom,
Germany, Italy, Poland, and Spain)65%WHAT HAVE WE BECOME?I was sitting in the corner
sweet spot of a local coffee shop, lost in writing and minding my own business, when two
women marched in side by side. It was probably the clicking of their heels on the tile floor that
drew my mind away from my search for the next sentence. They bought drinks and sat down at a
table near mine.Before my brain could reboot and slide back into work mode, I noticed
something that would have been viewed as bizarre, mysterious, and even otherworldly only a
couple of decades ago. The two women, who were obvious friends, as indicated by their earlier
behavior at the counter, were not talking. They did not so much as glance at one another. Over
the next ten minutes or so, they never spoke. Instead they stared down at their phones and
busied themselves poking and swiping on miniscule touch screens in total silence.ONLINE
COMMUNITIESEstimated Number of Users1. FacebookMore than 2 billion102. WhatsApp1.3
billion113. YouTube1.3 billion124. Facebook Messenger1.2 billion135. WeChat938 million146.
QQ869 million157. Instagram700 million168. QZone638 million179. Tumblr550 million1810.
Twitter328 million1911. Sina Weibo313 million2012. Baidu Tieba300 million2113. Skype300
million2214. Snapchat300 million2315. Viber250 million2416. Line220 million25None of the
coffee shop behavior I observed was unusual for America or most other societies today, of
course. Smartphones and social media sites and apps are saturating the planet. More than
three-quarters of the US population, 77 percent, owns a smartphone now; and 92 percent of



America's eighteen- to twenty-nine-year-olds own one.26 Smartphones are most common in
South Korea, where nearly 90 percent of the entire population owns one, and 100 percent of
eighteen- to thirty-four-year-olds do.27 Seventy-seven percent of Australians, 74 percent of
Israelis, and 71 percent of Spaniards have a smartphone.28 It is remarkable how these
handheld devices have become so important so fast. Americans check their phones, on
average, nearly fifty times per day.29 Those in the eighteen- to twenty-four-year-old bracket do it
eighty-two times per day, on average. Within five minutes of waking up, more than 40 percent of
people have already looked at their phones for the first time of the day. More than 30 percent of
smartphone owners check them five minutes before going to sleep. And around half of all
smartphone owners take a peek at some point in the middle of the night. Collectively, American
eyes are engaging with those tiny screens about eight billion times per day.30Every sixty
seconds, Facebook users upload an average of 136,000 photos and update their status 293,000
times.31Soaring smartphone ownership is helping to drive the explosive growth of social media.
Nearly seven of every ten Americans, 69 percent, now use social media. This is up from just 5
percent in 2005. Among US Internet users, 71 percent are on at least one social media platform.
Eighty percent of Americans in the eighteen-to-twenty-nine-year-old range are social media
participants.32 A Pew survey of forty countries found that a median of 76 percent of Internet
users use social media networks. These high rates are present in many countries. In Jordan, for
example, 90 percent of internet users are on social media sites, Indonesia 89 percent, the
Philippines 88 percent, Venezuela 88 percent, and Turkey 87 percent.33 It seems clear that a
significant factor in social media's current appeal is that a person is able to carry around a vast
network of friends and contacts in one hand. Mobility has arrived, and people like
it.SOCIALIZATION RUNS DEEPResearchers in San Diego have grown “mini-brains” from stem
cells.34 The tiny clusters of networked neurons resemble an embryonic human brain, and
striking differences have emerged between them based on the source of the stem cells. Cells
taken from people with Williams syndrome, a condition that makes one prone to hyper-
socialization, grew neurons with an unusually high number of connections. Mini-brains grown
from cells taken from donors with autism, a condition marked by low socialization, had fewer
connections.Tech writer Alexis C. Madrigal described the most successful of all smartphones,
the iPhone, in the Atlantic:The iPhone is the single-most successful product of all time. One
billion iPhones have been sold. They underpin the most valuable company in history, and have
catalyzed a whole new technology industry that's an order of magnitude larger than the one built
around PCs…. The iPhone is the ur object of our time. A version of it is attached to the vast
majority of adults. We sleep with them. We spend more time with them than [with] our children.
The success of other technology companies, media empires, romantic relationships, and
political campaigns depends on reaching people through them…. In short: the iPhone is the
Pocket Crystal, and we are all enchanted.35That's not hyperbole. It's difficult to overstate the
role smartphones now play in modern culture. More and more, they contain our lives, or at least
enough of our lives to cause extreme stress, if not panic, when one goes missing for a minute.



It's the new human appendage. The smartphone also has become the pseudo-cocktail of our
time. Held in one's hand, or at least in-pocket ready for quick draw, it makes us feel that we are
okay, connected and engaged with something important, somewhere else. And it never fails us
when an awkward moment threatens. The smartphone helps us feel normal and unflappable in
social settings. You may be the wallflower at the party, but no one has to know when you have a
smartphone. You are not alone in a crowd because you are unattractive or lack charisma. No, the
only reason you are not the center of attention is because you are too busy for the boring flesh-
and-blood people close by. You have legions of more important digital folks to tend to. There is
much liking, swiping, scrolling, sharing, and posting to be done. Who has time for here, for now?
No one need ever again suffer boredom either. Why expend mental energy contemplating life,
fantasizing, or conjuring up an original thought? Dispatch all daydreams and whip out your
smartphone to check those urgent and spectacular social media updates that might be coming
waiting for you. Retweet a retweet and keep those Snapchat streaks alive by any means
necessary. Thanks to smartphones and the constant tug of social media chores, we can now fit
in by not fitting in. Facebook and all of the rest are never more than inches and seconds away
now. The phone is no longer a phone—a device for talking to other humans—but a portal into
many worlds and many lives. It is our personal wormhole, a mobile and magical time-suck that
enables to do both good and evil to ourselves and others. “Those little devices in our pockets are
so psychologically powerful,” said MIT professor Sherry Turkle in a memorable TED Talk, “that
they don't only change what we do; they change who we are.”36 In her book Alone Together, she
wrote: “We love our objects. But enchantment comes with a price.”37TELL US WHAT YOU
REALLY THINKAnti–social media critic Janelle Randazza sounds off in her book, Go Tweet
Yourself:No one cares if you're going for a walk, eating lunch, playing the banjo, or taking a nap.
And we care even less if you tell us in a mere 140 characters…. The more we talk, the less we
listen and the more Facebook friends, Twitter followers, and LinkedIn connections we acquire
the greater the chance that any sliver of meaningful contact we could forge will get lost in the din
of nudges, pokes, prods, and virtual two-steps…. Social networking is akin to a zombie invasion
that is eating our brains, leaving us vapid nodes who somehow believe there is importance in
telling the world we're buying a carton of milk.38My observations in the coffee shop struck me as
profoundly odd that day only because I had social media on my mind. I imagined one woman
calling—more likely, texting or messaging—the other woman the night before or that morning to
suggest that they meet for coffee to chat. Apart from the brief moments they spent walking into
and then out of the shop, however, they never spoke or even looked at one another. Not a single
word. A question came to mind: Contrary to the claimed benefit, could social media be making
us less social?I stepped back in time mentally and considered how strange this behavior would
appear to someone from the past. A fourth-century nomad, medieval lord, or even a twentieth-
century sociologist might find it unimaginable, even inhuman, perhaps. But today this is common
and normal. Hundreds of millions of friends, family members, and acquaintances routinely share
time and physical space—all while ignoring one another. At any given moment, a considerable



portion of humanity is lost in one cyber-subculture or another. Somehow these digital
dimensions are able to compete for and win our attention. They steal it away from real human
beings who are an arm's length from us.I then stepped back in a different way. I observed the
women from outside my species. In my mind, I became an alien anthropologist, just in from
another world, on expedition to study twenty-first-century Homo sapiens. I wondered, are these
life-forms fully dependent on the ubiquitous tiny handheld devices, or do they simply enjoy
having them close? Is this a symbiotic relationship? Does the device gain something from the
relationship? If so, what does the device take from them? And who benefits more, human host or
device? I speculated that perhaps it is someone or something on the other side of the tiny
screens they find so compelling. If something is there, this remote entity should be the focus of
further study. Given the well-documented pervasiveness of supernatural beliefs on this planet, it
occurred to me that this could be yet another manifestation of humankind's deep hunger and
habit for religious ritual. Are they praying to new gods through their devices? That might explain
the devout silence and entranced stares so common here. By gently cradling and continually
massaging the devices with their fingers, do they work to satisfy some digital divinity, or are they
searching for something yet unfound?Hopelessly derailed from my writing for the moment, I
walked outside and found more of the same. Everywhere I looked, people stared down at
smartphones in their hands. Some were alone, but there were also multiple clumps of people.
Like the two women inside, they were together and yet not. How bizarre, I thought. Has humanity
been seduced by some weird smartphone fetish? Are a handful of Silicon Valley hypnotists on
their way to entrancing all of humankind? Are billions of people on a social media sleepwalk to
nowhere? In that moment, I turned judgmental. It all seemed so pathetic. What is wrong with
these people? Don't they have lives, real lives? Then I raised my phone to check my Facebook
feed. Had to see how many likes had accumulated under my cute and clever comment about…
something. I can't remember what.WHAT IS SOCIAL MEDIA?For millions of years, our
ancestors formed important social links and shared information through them. Therefore, at the
most basic level, social media today is not changing humankind so much as tapping into what
we have always been. Online social networks are a new way to do an old thing. This is who we
are; this is what we do. A million years ago in Africa, any typical individual Homo erectus relied
on connectivity to survive. She may not have been wired in to LinkedIn or Snapchat, but we can
be sure that she was connected. She had a social network and it was vital to her. She made daily
use of it to stay informed, to enhance her safety, and to be human. Closer to our time, networks
of fast-striding distance runners kept the vast Inca Empire connected. In different places in
different times, horses, ships, trains, and planes delivered the information to maintain and build
connectivity. Then came the telegram, radio, telephone, and telecommunication satellites to
quicken the pace and extend the tentacles further and deeper. We always have been linked to
others. What is different about the present moment is that we now possess the ability to connect
to vastly more people over greater distances than ever before, and do so instantaneously.
Whether this will enhance or debase our humanity in the long run remains an open question.A



DEFINITION“Social media” is an evolving and slippery concept because of fast-changing
computer technology and the diverse nature of the Internet itself. The Internet is social; it's all
about making connections, so why would we define only a portion of it as “social media”? Much
like defining religion presents the challenge of being precise without excluding, pinning down
social media can be difficult because being accurate, fair, and comprehensive means drawing
very wide boundaries. Therefore, the most useful way to think of social media may be as the total
of websites, networks, and apps that allow people to connect, create content, and share
information. This definition is vague and simple but useful. The key is the relative ease of two-
way communication that makes social media so different from the old, traditional one-way
process of information sharing that governments, corporations, news publishers, and PR
agencies once relied on and dominated.Another reason we must loosely define social media is
because it won't be tomorrow what it is today. Given the pace of technological change, it's not
difficult, for example, to imagine some direct mind-to-mind interface showing up in the near
future (more on that in chapter 6). Furthermore, VR (virtual reality) and AR (augmented reality)
seem close to landing with force and shaking up the world. Social media might turn out to be the
biggest game changer in all of history. That sounds like crazy hyperbole—until you consider
what is coming soon.Facebook sure seems to think something big can be achieved with virtual
reality. In 2014, the company bought Oculus, a VR startup, for $2 billion.39 The general vision for
this exciting technology is grand, extending far beyond gaming applications. It's likely that VR will
become so good, so capable of fooling our brains into believing that we are actually having a
real physical experience, that we may quickly come to want or rely on it for several hours per day,
for both for work and play. A key challenge in the coming decades may be in figuring how to get
ourselves off the couch to do things in the real world. It will be tough when a pair of VR goggles
can deliver convincing social encounters, realistic fantasy adventures, romance, sex, travel, and
a whole lot more, straight into our brains. We already have some people spending several hours
per day on Facebook and Twitter; so what will people with such inclinations do when VR enables
them to hold hands with a Facebook friend on a beach in Hawaii while the sun sets, or punch
some Twitter troll's avatar senseless in a virtual back alley?Will this turn out to be great, horrible,
or a murky mix of both? Jeremy Bailenson, founding director of Stanford University's Virtual
Reality Interaction Lab, anticipates significant benefits coming from fast-improving VR
technology but is also concerned about possible negative consequences: “I worry what happens
when a violent video game feels like murder. And when pornography feels like sex. How does
that change the way humans interact, function as a society?”40 The future of social media is
unknown. We can be sure, however, that things are going to get very interesting very soon. Hang
on.Gerald Kane, an information systems expert and McKiernan Distinguished Fellow at Boston
College's Carroll School of Management, has studied social media for more than a decade and
concludes that there is no such thing as social media. He maintains that it is misleading to think
of these sites and apps as entities that are somehow fundamentally unique on the Internet.
“Social media is just the Internet,” he declared in a popular TED Talk back in 2014.41 “Social



media is exactly what the Internet was always supposed to be, and it has just evolved over time.”
Kane cites a quote by no less than World Wide Web founder Tim Berners-Lee to back him up: “I
designed it for a social effect—to help people work together—and not as a technical toy.” Kane
dismisses the notion that social media might be a fad. “We haven't seen anything yet,” he told
me.42 “Social media will completely change how organizations run. Of course, I also see social
media increasingly augmented with other digital technologies such as analytics, AI, and AR/VR
[augmented reality/virtual reality], so the distinction between ‘social media’ and other digital tools
will be less clear.” Kane predicts that the online landscape of the future will look more like the
world of a 150 years ago than the one fifteen years ago. He compares an increasingly connected
online world to that of a small town where everyone knows everyone.“Social media is simply a
tool,” he continued,It can make things better and worse. It can enable us to keep up with friends
and family across the globe, and it means that teenagers can't ever escape the bully tormenting
them. It means we can get information instantaneously, and it means that people can try to
manipulate that information for their own ends. How we use it is far more important than simply
that we use it. Yet, the “right” way to use it continually changes as the platforms and their
capabilities change. The “right” way to do things in 2007 may not be the right way in [the
future].Kane is not alone in taking the long view. For instance, in his book Writing on the Wall:
Social Media—The First 2,000 Years, digital technology expert Tom Standage makes the point
that social media have been around for centuries. Today's blogs, he writes, are the new
pamphlets; social media platforms are the new coffeehouses; and media-sharing sites, the new
books. He feels that the rebirth of social media today is indeed a profound shift, but it is also a
return to the way things used to be.43 Media expert June Cohen adds that “old media”—
newspapers, radio, and television—aren't really all that old. “Books and newspapers became
common only in the last two hundred years, radio and film in the last hundred, TV in the last fifty.
If all of human history were compressed into a single twenty-four-hour day, media as we know
them emerged in the last two minutes before midnight. Before that, for the vast majority of
human history, all media were social media. Media were what happened between people….
Media were participatory. Media were social.”44Cohen believes that what we are seeing today
with the rise of social media is “neither the unprecedented flowering of human potential nor the
death of intelligent discourse but, rather, the correction of a historical anomaly. There was a brief
period of time in the twentieth century when ‘media’ were understood as things professionals
created for others to passively consume. Collectively, we have rejected this idea.”45 Cohen is
correct. While social media is widely thought of as something new, it's more precisely the newest
form of our oldest obsession. Social media did not begin with Facebook's launch in 2004. It
began when our most distant ancestors collaborated with others, shared something in some
way. Social media began for “us” in the proverbial primordial pool.HOW MANY FRIENDS DOES
IT TAKE TO FILL A BRAIN?Human nature is deeper and broader than the artificial contrivance
of any existing culture.—Edward O. Wilson,The Creation: An Appeal to Save Life on Earth46The
more you think about the social media phenomenon, the more mysterious it all seems. Is all of



this posting, liking, sharing, snapchatting, tweeting, trolling, emoji plastering, and so on making
us more human or less human? Anyone with a smartphone in her or his pocket and access to
the Internet carries the potential to connect with billions of people. Think about that: a
gargantuan chunk of humanity only a few finger-taps away. I'm not sure what that means, but it
certainly seems significant. Our world has become smaller; or maybe humankind has become
larger? Just how valuable and useful are large and extensive online networks of people,
anyway? Oxford University anthropologist Robin Dunbar studies social networks and concludes
that our brains evolved an upper limit of about 150 for an individual person's number of friends
and alliances that can be made use of. Beyond that, we are just fooling ourselves, because it
takes time, work, and cerebral real estate to build and maintain meaningful relationships. “With
social media, we can easily keep up with the lives and interests of far more than a hundred and
fifty people,” Dunbar told the New Yorker. “But without investing the face-to-face time, we lack
deeper connections to them, and the time we invest in superficial relationships comes at the
expense of more profound ones. We may widen our network to two, three, or four hundred
people that we see as friends, not just acquaintances, but keeping up an actual friendship
requires resources.”47Communication and Connectivity MilestonesOral Languagemore than
100,000 years agoArt40,000 years ago or moreWritten Languagemore than 5,000 years
agoElectric Telegraphmore than 200 years agoTelephonemore than 160 years agoRadiomore
than 120 years agoElectric/Digital Computermore than 80 years
agoARPANET1969Internetmore than 50 years agoE-mail1972World Wide
Web1989Blogs1994Six Degrees1997Friendster2002Baidu
Tieba2003LinkedIn2003MySpace2003Skype2003Flickr2004Facebook (college
only)2004YouTube2005QZone2005Facebook
(everyone)2006Twitter2006QQ2006Tumblr2007Spotify2008Sina
Weibo2009WhatsApp2009Pinterest2010Viber2010Instagram2010Facebook
Messenger2011WeChat2011Snapchat2011Line2011I have thousands of Facebook friends, but
how many of them will loan me twenty bucks if I hit hard times? Can you list more than 150 friend
names that you currently interact with in some way, first and last name, right now off the top of
your head? How many people are you comfortable sharing your most important dreams, hopes,
fears, and secrets with? Our online networks may be vast, but how intimate are they? Some
social media users seem to be engaged in a strange game of collecting digital people as if they
were points in a basketball game. Why? For what ultimate purpose?What does it mean to have
thousands of social media friends and followers? I have written six books prior to this one and
primarily through them I have connected with many interesting people around the world. I
interact with some of them in meaningful and rewarding ways. They have proven to be pleasant,
positive additions to my life. They certainly feel like actual friends. I have encountered some of
these social media friends off-line, in person, and was relieved to find out that they were neither
serial killers nor dangerous sexual deviants. (Or, they were polite enough to hide it from me if
they were.) Some of my social media friends, however, seem mysterious to me, perhaps even a



bit of a concern. It's nothing they have said, no image they posted that makes me wonder, only
that I'm not sure what it is exactly that we do for each other. We just seem to kind of be there,
floating in cyberspace, tethered to one another for some unknown purpose.Given the emphasis
on numerical feedback that is common to social media sites and apps, it may be easy for some
to become preoccupied with the number of friends or followers they have. After all, a widely
accepted measure of modern fame is how many Twitter followers a celebrity has. One of the first
things that catch the eye when visiting a Facebook or Twitter page is the displayed number of
notifications or interactions. But placing too much value on quantity of friends or volume of
friendly encounters may be a mistake. According to Dunbar, a small core of around five close
relationships is far more important to our well-being than a vast collection of hundreds or even
thousands of casual online acquaintances.48CONVERSATIONS IN THE DARKSocial media,
for the most part today, doesn't do nuance well. It can be difficult to “read” people, no matter how
plain and straightforward their typed words may be. That's why sarcasm is a risky proposition
online and probably not worth the effort in most cases. That little, telling inflection of voice or
partial grin that gives away true intent face-to-face is missing in a tweet or a Facebook comment.
I've made this mistake in the past by posting a comment in which I wrote something so absurd
that “everyone would know I was joking.” But, of course, not everyone did and some people took
my words to be literal. It's important to know that nonverbal information—facial expressions and
body language, for example—make up the majority of information transferred between two
people talking while sharing the same physical space. All or most of that is lost in most online
exchanges. Even audio and video conversations on Skype are truncated versions of the evolved
and traditional form of human face-to-face communication, which is detailed and complicated,
with most of it occurring at the subterranean, subconscious level of our minds. Much of what we
say is supported, embellished, or contradicted by miniscule cues of voice tones and cadence,
eye movements, hand gestures, and stance. The subconscious sees much that the conscious
mind misses.For better or worse, online communication is stripped down, bare-bones
communication. This is good when it leads us to focus on the message rather than the possibly
unrelated traits of the messenger such as gender, age, religion, skin color, and so on. I like the
idea of this but sometimes worry about the downside that accompanies it. For example, I often
respond to comments or questions about some idea in one of my books or articles through
social media. Usually it consists of a straightforward answer to a simple question or a brief
exchange of ideas, and everyone goes away happy. Occasionally, however, I connect with
someone who just doesn't quite understand my point or my position on something, and I find it
difficult to figure out exactly what they are trying to communicate to me. I wonder, in these cases,
whether the person behind the stream of words is sincere or is trying to troll me for sport. I
almost always proceed as if the person is sincere. Better to err on the side of respect and
kindness, I figure. But I sometimes suspect that a person is just having his version of fun and
wasting my time by pretending to be incredibly stupid or stubborn. Face-to-face, I would almost
certainly be able to pick up something in the person's facial expressions or body language to



identify what's really going on. But online, I'm handicapped, in the dark and disadvantaged. I'm
less human because I can't take advantage of my primate senses that have been honed over a
vast stretch of time to read the silent messages of friends, kin, and enemies during face-to-face
interactions.It can be easy to strike up a new friendship online but so too is it easier to be mean.
Are most Twitter trolls polite and compassionate people off-line? Are they consistent jerks during
their waking hours, or does something about social media, the relative anonymity or distance
maybe, change and empower them to be cruel? What about romance and sex online, not in the
pornography industry but between civilians? There is a lot of love and lust to be found in
cyberspace. I receive about two or three Facebook friend requests every week from extremely
attractive women. Most are wearing sexy bikinis and strike lustful poses that catch my attention.
But before I welcome these lonely beauties into my personal online space, something called
critical thinking taps me on the shoulder and reminds me that skepticism is demanded when
something seems too good to be true. So I consider a more likely scenario, for instance, maybe
there is a large, excessively hairy, basement-dwelling male lurking behind those provocative
photos.In a later chapter about addiction we will explore the strange relationship between deep
brain processes and social media engineering, but it's never too soon to think about your own
motivations to keep coming back to one or more of these sites. What is the hook that is working
on you? Is it the people, the friends and family who are there, and nothing else? Or could it have
something to do with the way these platforms are set up and how they operate that reels you
back in again and again? I feel good when a silly string of words I put together gets a couple of
hundred “likes.” But why? Who cares? Is such a fleeting trickle of dopamine in my brain really
worth investing an hour of time reading Facebook instead of Shakespeare? Has the tiny digital
thumbs-up on Facebook or the Twitter heart become the applause our time, the coveted stamps
of approval for a new age? If so, I suspect we may have lost something. If social media have
become a major part of modern society—and they have—then we must be curious about what
their impact is. The questions are obvious. How are all of these online social networks changing
human culture? How might they be changing us as individuals? What is going on in our
subconscious minds while we are online? Are these sites turning people into cyber-addicts? For
all the talk about it, how important can privacy really be when hundreds of millions give theirs
away so casually to social media sites? What does it mean for society and democracy when
millions of people experience intellectual isolation inside of the electronic echo chambers that
have come to be known as filter bubbles? Why does fake news fool so many people? What is
the future of social media? It would be irresponsible not to consider such questions.This book is
a call for everyone to pay attention. Give some thought to the role of social media in society and
in your personal life. “There's something happening here that's really unprecedented,” declares
Robert Epstein, a psychologist at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and
Technology, “Technologies are rapidly evolving that can impact people's behaviors, opinions,
attitudes, beliefs on a massive scale—without their awareness.”49 Pay attention.ARE WE
BECOMING “EFFICIENT SHADOWS OF OURSELVES”?How many of us look around, take in



the surrounding physical environment, and strike up conversations with strangers anymore?
Could we be losing the will, the ability even, to accept where we are during a given moment and
to reflect on what is occurring around us? Often these days the odd one out, the deviant, is the
person who is not hunched over and staring at a tiny screen with lifeless eyes. I spent time in
Switzerland and Sweden while writing this book, and, just as it is in the United States, I observed
most people in most public spaces deeply absorbed in their smartphones.Go to a playground or
park in many societies today, and you are likely to find dedicated parents who cared enough to
take their children outside to play under the Sun. But are they there? Are they with their child?
Do they enjoy seeing their daughter or son play and laugh? Are they sufficiently present to cheer
on the child's successful crossing of the monkey bars? Or is the glare of that little screen too
bright for them to see anything beyond it? How many children and teenagers have lost some of
the love and wisdom offered to them because Instagram and Snapchat felt more interesting and
important than a parent, older sibling, or teacher?Have some of us made a fool's bargain? Have
we traded some of life's deepest rewards for fleeting and soon-forgotten micro-doses of
dopamine? Politics and culture commentator Andrew Sullivan has struggled to balance his
online and off-line lives. He is concerned with where social media is taking us. “We have gone
from looking up and around to constantly looking down…. Has our enslavement to dopamine—
to the instant hits of validation that come with a well-crafted tweet or Snapchat streak—made us
happier? I suspect it has simply made us less unhappy, or rather less aware of our unhappiness,
and that our phones are merely new and powerful antidepressants of a non-pharmaceutical
variety.”50Sullivan worries that investing so much into virtual networks compromises our flesh-
and-blood networks and diminishes our daily experiences. He continues:By rapidly substituting
virtual reality for reality, we are diminishing the scope of this interaction even as we multiply the
number of people with whom we interact. We remove or drastically filter all the information we
might get by being with another person. We reduce them to some outlines—a Facebook “friend,”
an Instagram photo, a text message—in a controlled and sequestered world that exists largely
free of the sudden eruptions or encumbrances of actual human interaction. We become each
other's “contacts,” efficient shadows of ourselves.Jaron Lanier, a technology expert and virtual
reality pioneer, is one of social media's toughest critics. He believes our “digital hive is growing at
the expense of individuality,”51 that so much social media activity may be lessening the
perceived value of a human being. He also advises social media users to stop calling
themselves “users” because they are being “used.”52“Anonymous blog comments, vapid video
pranks, and lightweight mashup's may seem trivial and harmless,” Lanier writes in his notable
book, You Are Not a Gadget, “but as a whole, this widespread practice of fragmentary,
impersonal communication has demeaned interpersonal interaction. Communication is now
often experienced as a superhuman phenomenon that towers above individuals. A new
generation has come of age with a reduced expectation of what a person can be, and of who
each person might become.”53 He continues, “The time is come to ask, ‘are we building the
digital utopia for people or machines?’ If it's for people, we have a problem.”54Alexis C.



Madrigal, author of Powering the Dream: The History and Promise of Green Technology, wrote in
the Atlantic about what he sees as Facebook's lack of accountability for how it is impacting
human interactions:Facebook must accept the reality that it has changed how people talk to
each other. When we have conversations at home, at work, in cafés, and in classrooms, there is
not an elaborate scoring methodology that determines whose voice will be the loudest. Russian
trolls aren't interjecting disinformation. My visibility to my family is not dependent on the
quantifiable engagement that my statements generate. Every word that I utter or picture that I
like is not being used to target advertisements at me. The platform's own dynamics are a huge
part of what gets posted to the platform. They are less a mirror of social dynamics than an
engine driving them to greater intensity, with unpredictable consequences.55THE NEXT BIG
BRAINAny productive conversation about the prominence and future of social media must
include the rise of automation and artificial intelligence (AI). We are now witnessing the arrival of
smart machines into our lives at unprecedented levels and, among other things, this will have a
major impact on our Internet and social media experiences. It is important that we be aware of
how fast this is happening. For example, Watson, the IBM supercomputer, may be known to
most people for its 2011 victory over human champions on the game show Jeopardy, but it has
been up to much more important work since then, like reading through millions of medical
journal articles and assisting doctors with finding the most effective treatments for cancer
patients. AI will do many wonderful things for us. Lives will be enhanced, made more efficient,
and even saved, thanks to supercomputers. When a machine can absorb an amount of
information equivalent to reading a million books per second—without ever forgetting a single
word—amazing things can happen. But all may not go smoothly. Theoretical physicist Stephen
Hawking told the BBC in 2014 that artificial intelligence could bring about the end of the human
race. “Once humans develop artificial intelligence,” Hawking warns, “it will take off on its own and
redesign itself at an ever-increasing rate. Humans, who are limited by slow biological evolution,
couldn't compete and would be superseded.”56 Other notable figures who fear that AI might
harm humanity in the future include Bill Gates, Steve Wozniak, and Elon Musk.57Musk,
speaking at the National Governors Association summer meeting in 2017, seemed frustrated
that people were not more concerned about the possibility of super-intelligent machines
sweeping humanity aside. “I have exposure to the very cutting-edge AI, and I think people
should be really concerned about it,” he said.58 “I keep sounding the alarm bell, but until people
see robots going down the street killing people, they don't know how to react, because it seems
so ethereal.” Musk believes government regulation is needed but the laws must come before
rather than after a major AI disaster. “AI is a rare case where we need to be proactive about
regulation instead of reactive. Because I think by the time we are reactive in AI regulation, it's too
late. AI is a fundamental risk to the existence of civilization.”A possible digital apocalypse is not
the only concern. One 2017 study predicted that 38 percent of US jobs will be lost to automation
by 2030; Germany may lose 35 percent; and the United Kingdom, 30 percent. Remember,
change is not only coming; it is happening now. AlphaGo, a Google supercomputer, defeated Ke



Jie, the world's best Go player, in 2017. Go is an ancient game of pure strategy, more
demanding than chess. “AlphaGo is improving too fast,” said Jie after the loss.59Potential Jobs
at High Risk of Loss to Automation by Early 203060United States38 percentGermany35
percentUnited Kingdom30 percentJapan21 percentIt feels inevitable, doesn't it? Ever-smarter
machines are likely to be almost everywhere soon, doing many of the things we do now, only
better. But for all the warnings and concerns, how can we resist the progress AI may bring? So
many conveniences and so many potential solutions to our greatest problems may be waiting
just around the corner, thanks to the coming wave of superintelligence. Cosmologist Martin
Rees, former president of the United Kingdom's Royal Society, says experts may disagree about
the rate of change but not the direction. In the long run, Rees believes, humankind's tenure as
the great influential force on Earth will probably shrink to near insignificance: “[In] a long-term
evolutionary perspective, humans and all they've thought will be just a transient and primitive
precursor of the deeper cognitions of a machine-dominated culture extending into the far future
and spreading far beyond our Earth.”61I recently walked into a Panera Bread restaurant in
Southern California and was taken back by the absence of human employees. No one was
behind the counter, and no employees were in sight in the dining area. I wondered if the place
might have been closed and someone forgot to lock the door. I figured it out once I spotted the
computerized sentries waiting to take my order. Soon after paying a machine with a credit card,
my take-out order appeared on the appropriate counter several feet away. I assume the food was
prepared and placed there by human hands, but can't be sure. I left without any interaction with
another human taking place. It was a fast and smooth experience, just as I would have preferred.
Driving home, however, I wondered if I had just glimpsed our future: Very efficient, but a little
lonely, too.“WE'RE NEVER GOING BACK”Sean Prophet, a Los Angeles television editor, is a
big believer in social media as a positive force with staying power. Don't fight it, he says, get
onboard. “This is a permanent change to human interaction,” he said.62We can debate all day
long whether that is a good or bad thing. But so long as computers and networks exist, it will be
a reality. Social media is an integral part of the lead-up to the technological singularity,63 which
will represent an always-on connection from every human brain potentially to every other human
brain. We ain't seen nothin’ yet. The naysayers are suffering from a tremendous lack of vision.
Whatever changes are happening now will become permanent. We're never going back.Randall,
aged thirty-two, is a heavy social media user and father of a baby girl. He wonders what the
future holds for her in an increasingly wired world. “I am concerned for my daughter, who I know
will soon enough discover how to use computers and smartphones. Considering how rapidly
technology has advanced in my lifetime thus far, I can't imagine just how much more it will grow
by the time she begins developing an online relationship between herself and her friends, and
what kind of problems she will encounter.”64Kelly, a California college student, inhabits the
Facebook, Instagram, and Snapchat worlds. She loves them for the assist they provide to her
love life. The challenges of a long-distance relationship with her boyfriend are made easier with
social media. “Talking on the phone or [through] e-mails can only go so far,” she said, “but being



able to send a funny Snapchat photo or post a short video of my day is a valuable way to feel
connected despite distance.”65 Social media also helps her to stay close to her family in the
same ways. She credits Facebook as a significant aid to her studies as well. “I'm in a master's
program, and a lot of the schoolwork is very independent and isolated at times. By joining a
group for our class on Facebook, it's extremely easy to check in with classmates and make sure
I am doing the work correctly or have the accurate dates for quizzes, tests, etc.”Kelly is aware of
the irony lurking behind the social media in our lives. What is billed as social often seems
antisocial. She says these sites and services “often serve as a blockade to connection. People
can become mindless about checking their phones for social media updates and miss out on
their current reality,” she said. “When two people meet face-to-face, social media often sneaks
into the time they are sharing. Simply checking one's phone during a conversation disrupts the
connection between people and can become a barrier to real-life experiences.”Bong Manding is
a registered nurse who spends about five to six hours per day on social media. He says it can
lead people into shallow and superficial behavior, but it's definitely not all bad. “We yearn for
more likes and more comments to stroke our ego,” he said.66 “On the other hand, if we use
social media the right way, it's got a lot of tremendous benefits. Helping other people through
posting to GoFundMe—awesome. Sharing feel-good videos—awesome. It lifts our morale and
much more. The best of all is that we learn a lot just by being on social media. We get to talk to
people from the other side of the world. The Internet makes this world smaller and people closer.
You foster sense of community, cultivate friendships, argue intellectually, inspire and get
inspired. Social media is awesome.”Author Elke Feuer of Florida points out the often-conflicting
nature of social media that push us together while simultaneously pulling us apart. “In some
ways, social media has connected us more, making us more human from the connections we
make,” Feuer said.67 “However, where it falls short, is when it's not supplemented with in-person
connections, which are equally important to sustain real relationships. While social media [and
the]Internet have benefits, I'm concerned about the disconnection they're creating and the
misconceptions people have about hurting others online and how easily they can do it without
consequences. I'm also concerned about how easily people share private elements of their lives
on the Internet without realizing the damage they're doing—because what goes out in the cyber
world can't be undone.”Feuer makes an important point. There was a time when slipping on a
banana peel—literal or figurative—might be fodder for humiliation, but it had a short shelf life. In
most cases, there was a good chance it would fade soon and normal life could resume. If the
mistake or crime rose to the level of media coverage, one could take some comfort in the
knowledge that by the end of the week most of the newspapers containing the damaging article
or photograph would be wrapping fish or lining birdcages. Now, however, the damning
information, and continued torment, is only a quick Internet search away, possibly for the rest of
one's life.WANT MORE TWITTER FOLLOWERS?A study conducted by Georgia Tech
researchers68 concluded that the best way for non-celebrities to increase the number of their
Twitter followers is to focus on sharing more content that is useful or interesting to others and



less personal information. News and other informational content attracts followers at a rate thirty
times higher than tweets about one's lunch, current mood, or other highly personal topics.
Twitter is based on weaker social ties than platforms such as Facebook; therefore, the
researchers recommend very few, if any, tweets about negative personal topics such as a death
in the family, unemployment, and poor health. Overuse of hashtags also seems to repel potential
followers.It's a big question but one worth tackling: Will the Internet, and today's most popular
social media platforms in particular, turn out to be mostly good or bad for us? “It's too diverse a
medium to narrow down specifically,” answers Dr. Dean Burnett, a psychiatry instructor at Cardiff
University in Wales. “Books can be incredibly enlightening or utterly stupid, but nobody attributes
one outcome to the entire medium. That would be like seeing gambling addicts in casinos and
saying buildings are bad for us.”69 He's right. Social media is what we make of it. And therein lie
both problems and opportunities, potentials that run in many directions. I remind readers that
throughout this book we will explore some of the worst aspects of social media but none of this
erases all of the good that comes from it today, nor does it negate social media's potential to do
remarkable, positive things for humankind in the future. It is too easy to blame social media for
things individual people do with it. Yes, there are serious problems that demand our attention
and correction, but don't become lost in the technology. Do not make the mistake of believing
that these problems are not tied to who we are and how we conduct ourselves. From casual
users to billionaire owners, people create the social media universe. AI hasn't taken over the
world yet. We still run things and deserve any blame for outcomes we don't like. The good news
here, of course, is that human-created problems can usually be fixed or alleviated by
humans.Leticia Bode, an assistant professor at Georgetown University, researches the
intersection of communication, culture, and technology. She has an interesting perspective on
privacy issues and other challenges related to the rise of these platforms. “I think social media is
a symptom more than a cause,” she said.70 “In general, societies are becoming more open, and
that openness will likely lead to both greater use of social media and greater empowerment of
women. Social media platforms mostly replicate what exists in the off-line world. That means
they reveal people and politics at their best and at their worst. The Internet doesn't make us
more or less human, but sometimes it makes our humanness more visible and more
observable.”TRUSTING TOOLSEvolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins calls the Internet “a work
of genius, one of the highest achievements of the human species.”71 And social media
platforms may well turn out to be the most powerful, impactful expressions of the Internet.
Welcome to the revolution, comrade. All of your clicking, poking, snapping, swiping, and
tweeting is changing…something…somehow. We are remaking the world, our cultures, maybe
humankind itself. Let's hope it's for the better, right?Thomas Rid, a political scientist and expert
on information technology, writes in his book Rise of the Machines: “Machines are about control.
Machines give more control to humans: control over their environment, control over their own
lives, control over others. But gaining control through machines means also delegating it to
machines. Using the tool means trusting the tool. And computers, ever more powerful, ever



smaller, and ever more networked, have given ever more autonomy to our instruments. We rely
on the device…trusting it with our security and with our privacy. The reward: an apparatus will
serve as an extension of our muscles, our eyes, our ears, our voices, and our brains.”72 No one
is suggesting that Snapchat is about to become Skynet73; however, it could be argued fairly that
most people who commit considerable portions of their life to the Internet and social media sites
have given little, if any, thought to the potential risks. And, make no mistake, there are significant
risks that accompany our ever-increasing connection to and dependence on the Internet and its
darling, social media platforms and apps. For example, the Internet has no backup. What if it
breaks? Some might say that's a silly question, but there is no easy answer to it.Our thinking can
become derailed when we see technology as something separate from the life-forms that make
and use it, namely, people. The near-global digital network that connects billions of computers
and smartphones may feel at times like something left to us by an advanced alien species. But it
wasn't. Remember that human technologies reflect not only the brilliance and the positive, the
best hopes of their creators, but also their limitations, their flaws, and sometimes their worst
temptations, too. “Technologies can never be relied on to solve problems in the absence of
social action; one of the dangers of fetishizing technology as an actor in its own right is that it
obscures this point,” explains UK science writer Oliver Morton.74 “Good solutions will rarely, if
ever, be implemented through technology alone. And technology will never be the last word on
anything; there will always be something new to try, some other galling thing to seek to set right.
The centuries of ceaseless technological change are not going to come to an end; they may only
just be getting going. A clear understanding that technology does not have its own agenda but
serves the agenda of others, and that it necessarily creates new needs almost as effectively as it
meets old ones, will make this change easier to navigate responsibly. But it will never bring
changes to a halt.”When it comes to the future of the Internet and social media, much may be
confusing and unknown now, but we can be sure that we are neck-deep in an online, data-driven
upheaval. Regardless of our level of participation, we all are both beneficiary and victim. A wired
world inhabited by a deeply tangled and intertwined humanity is a good thing. Except when it's a
bad thing, of course. Like most human inventions and milestones, this one is messy and
promises to get messier. History shows that this is our way. My guess is that after news arrived
about the invention of airplanes, it didn't take more than five minutes before someone said, “Hey,
I bet we can use this to kill people.”DIGITAL GROOMING FOR THE MASSESKelly Frede, a
University of Southern California graduate student with a degree in biological anthropology, says
that all of this online social networking fits well with our primate profile:Socializing is one of the
most rewarding activities humans can perform, so it's no surprise we use the highest technology
to socialize. Humans and other primates are innately rewarded when they socialize; their brains
are flooded with serotonin, dopamine, and oxytocin when they spend time with others. We also
have mirror neurons that allow us to feel connected or related to others. When one chimpanzee
watches another chimp “fish” for termites, mirror neurons light up their brain, allowing for one
chimpanzee to learn the behavior of the other. For humans, we can extrapolate this form of



learning to the Internet. Watching a video of a friend can excite mirror neurons and make you feel
more connected. Our brains interpret social media as reality, so we get that “happy” cascade of
neurotransmitter release when we use social media.75Frede likens tweeting back and forth,
posting pics of food on Instagram, and validating a Facebook friend's status update to primate
grooming:Social media is a social reward in human society, just like grooming is a social reward
to baboons. Social media also provides an outlet to manipulate our social circles online. Instead
of having to groom a fellow chimpanzee, we can “like” our co-worker's post to become closer
and move up the social hierarchy. We may think of social media as an inferior form of technology
because it “just” lets us connect to others, but socialization is what has allowed our species to
survive for hundreds of thousands of years and continues to do so through new forms of
technology.Frede's comments ring true. I often spend time observing the bonobo chimps at the
San Diego Zoo, and I'm always struck by how social they are. Writing this book made me even
more aware of it. When one bonobo wanders off to be alone at the edge of the habitat, for
example, he or she will soon rejoin the others, or another bonobo will come over and make
physical contact, as if to check and make sure that everything is okay. Absolute and lasting
isolation seems foreign, if not dreadful, to them—as it is with us. Socializing and communicating
ideas and feelings to others is so important to humanity that I wonder how far we will go in
pursuit of it. Will we one day connect and share ourselves through electronic means to such a
degree that billions of us become a single entity? Would that bring us the peace and
contentment we seek?Social media, for all the tech, gadgetry, and dehumanizing aspects, really
is quite human. It allows us to be more of ourselves in some ways. We can follow our hearts to
tweet out calls to feed the hungry, or we can torment a teen and drive her to suicidal thoughts.
One way to get a feel for what people really think about social media is to read the graffiti on the
wall. “When you quit social media, you find out who your real friends are, which is hardly any of
them,” says “Marcus” in a comment posted on YouTube.76 “You are not friends [with] most of the
people on these social networks. You are just another number and another way to relieve
boredom.” Someone who goes by the screenname “Captain Crunch” adds: “Facebook and any
social network of that magnitude is the biggest tool fabricated by the control system. Not only is
it unnatural and misinforming but it's destroying social interaction and self-preservation. How
many hrs a day do ppl dedicate to pointless popularity contests when they could be applying
themselves to so many different things??” Finally, “The Robot That Stole Your JAWB!” says,
“Social media is garbage, it's the perfect medium for narcisistic [sic] idiots that feels like erybody
[sic] wants to know how much their shit weighted [sic] today, nobody truly ‘shares’ things, they
only ‘show’ stuff, when is the last time you had a deep or half meaningful conversation with
somebody on Facebook? Fuck social media, the land of superficiality and empty narcisism
[sic].”Social media may have spread faster and farther than the Black Death managed to in the
Middle Ages, but that doesn't mean every platform is the perfect fit for everyone. For example,
citing too much hate coming at him, former basketball star and current TV sports commentator
Charles Barkley says he made the decision to “eliminate social media from my world. I think



social media is just for losers to feel like they're important. They get to voice their opinion on
every single thing in the world.”77 I have long believed that one of the most appealing traits of
social media is that it gives us the ability to talk and be together without having to talk and be
together. I lean toward introversion, so I am perhaps more tuned into this than many others are. It
is significantly easier and more comfortable to interact with people when the Internet serves as a
buffer. This is not about being antisocial or disliking people. It's a comfort thing and a
consideration of personal energy reserves. This appeal may not be exclusive to introverts.
“Technology is seductive when what it offers meets with our human vulnerabilities,” writes Sherry
Turkle, professor of the social studies of science and technology at MIT.78 “And as it turns out,
we are very vulnerable indeed. We are lonely but fearful of intimacy. Digital connections and the
sociable robot may offer the illusion of companionship without the demands of friendship. Our
networked life allows us to hide from each other, even as we are tethered to each other. We'd
rather text than talk.”Facebook and other social media platforms offer users a fast and easy way
to make new friendships and maintain old ones. This has obvious appeal in a time when so
many people live highly mobile and urban lives. We often find ourselves alone in crowds of
strangers and even physically close, real-world friendships are much different now than they
were for most of human history and prehistory. During our hunter-gatherer days, intense
friendships and close alliances were necessary for day-to-day survival. This is no longer the
case for many in the modern world, however, and our relationships may feel less satisfying as a
result.79 Social media engagement may be irresistible in part because it promises at least a tiny
taste of something we hunger for: membership in a band, clan, or tribe and the feeling of close
interdependence with others that comes with it. Even if these online connections may be
imperfect or shallow, it should not surprise us that people have flocked to social media in such
high numbers. After all, real-world loneliness is awkward and uncomfortable. For some it may be
closer to agony. It certainly isn't healthy. Loneliness, according to recent research, can be more
destructive to our health than obesity, drug use, or smoking cigarettes. A 2017 New Scientist
editorial declared loneliness an “epidemic” and “public health disaster,” one that is “dreadfully
damaging” to the mental and physical well-being of millions.80Loneliness, scientists have only
recently discovered, can increase inflammation in the body.81 Excess inflammation is a
significant problem that has been associated with depression, Alzheimer's disease, and obesity.
And loneliness is far more common than you might expect. Researchers say that feelings of
loneliness strike anyone at any point in life. One doesn't even have to actually be alone to feel
lonely and suffer its consequences. It's likely to occur when a person's social expectations don't
match the reality of his or her life.82 It can happen to anyone.Social media may one day be a
source of relief for the serious problem of loneliness. But that day is not here yet. In fact, some
believe that social media causes loneliness, depression, and other negative states.DOES
FACEBOOK MAKE YOU SAD?There have been many studies published over the last several
years that suggest high-volume use of social media platforms, Facebook in particular, may
cause depression, anxiety, and other mental health problems. Young people could be more



vulnerable to these problems. For example, Canadian researchers who looked at more than
seven hundred students in grades seven through twelve, reported a link between more frequent
use of social media and mental health problems.83Researchers at the University of Pittsburgh
School of Medicine found a similar connection with young Americans, aged nineteen to thirty-
two. Those who reported most frequently checking their social media accounts were 2.7 times
more likely to suffer depression.84 The researchers controlled for other factors that might cause
or contribute to depression. However, lead researcher Lui yi Lin warned about the challenge of
untangling cause and effect with these kinds of studies. “It may be,” she said, “that people who
already are depressed are turning to social media to fill a void.”85 Lin offered some additional
important points to consider:“Exposure to social media also may cause depression, which could
then in turn fuel more use of social media.”“Exposure to highly idealized representations of peers
on social media elicits feelings of envy and the distorted belief that others lead happier, more
successful lives.”“Engaging in activities of little meaning on social media may give a feeling of
‘time wasted’ that negatively influences mood.”“Social media use could be fueling ‘Internet
addiction,’ a proposed psychiatric condition closely associated with depression.”“Spending more
time on social media may increase the risk of exposure to cyberbullying or other similar negative
interactions, which can cause feelings of depression.”As you review the relevant research, there
does seem to be many scary, negative consequences swirling around heavy social media use.
On the other hand, millions of people go online daily, use social media frequently, and seem to
escape unscathed. A 2015 Pew Research Center study reported that “the frequency of Internet
and social media use has no direct relationship to stress in men.”86 That same report also found
that the use of social media is linked to lower stress levels in women. Perhaps all we can be sure
of at this time is that “too much” time on social media is unhealthy. “Too much,” however, must be
defined by each individual.There is the possibility that social media may prove to be more helpful
than burdensome to mental health problems. For example, algorithms might soon be sifting
through mountains of social media data to screen people for mental health issues. Hopefully this
would be done to help them get treatment rather than to discriminate against them, of
course.Two researchers, Harvard's Andrew Reece and Christopher Danforth of the University of
Vermont, showed in 2017 that an AI program could identify people who had been diagnosed
with depression, with a 70 percent accuracy rate, based on nothing more than photos users
posted on Instagram.87 Subtle differences such as variations in the use of color filters and
brightness levels applied to photos were enough for the program to pick up on and identify
people with depression. Human analysts could not match the computer program's success rate.
Reece and Danforth wrote: “These findings support the notion that major changes in individual
psychology are transmitted in social media use, and can be identified via computational
methods.”88 Privacy and abuse concerns notwithstanding, there is fascinating potential for good
here. In the future, millions of people may routinely submit their social media accounts for
algorithmic analysis in order to reveal mental health problems that might otherwise go
undiagnosed and untreated.A pertinent question is what so much screen time now might mean



for children and teens later in life. Jean M. Twenge, professor of psychology at San Diego State
University, studies the effects of digital technologies on people and describes a looming disaster
for the current generation of young people—she calls them “iGen”—who spend hours per day
on their smartphones. “Rates of teen depression and suicide have skyrocketed since 2011.”89
Twenge warns: “It's not an exaggeration to describe iGen as being on the brink of the worst
mental-health crisis in decades. Much of the deterioration can be traced to their phones….
There is compelling evidence that the devices we've placed in young people's hands are having
profound effects on their lives—and making them seriously unhappy.”WILL WE MISS PRIVACY?
The gradual erosion of privacy is not just the unimportant imaginings of fastidious liberals.
Rather, the loss of privacy is a key symptom of one of the fundamental social problems of our
age: the growing power of large public and private institutions in relation to the individual citizen.
—David Burnham, The Rise of the Computer State90Chapter 5 addresses the general issue of
privacy online. It will shed light on the tireless and near-omnipresent algorithms that are always
out there, working and learning everything possible about you wherever you go online. George
Orwell may have grossly underestimated just how bad things could become. The constant
surveillance, collection, and analysis of your data matters to you. Out-of-sight must not mean out-
of-mind when it comes to your personal information and online habits. These hidden data-
gathering processes impact your off-line life in many ways. Based on your digital profile alone,
there are companies that probably know you better than your friends and family know you, and,
in some ways, better than you know yourself.91While working on this book, I interviewed or
surveyed a wide cross section of social media users, more than one hundred, and was surprised
to discover how few of them, especially among those under the age of twenty-five, are
concerned about this constant monitoring, collecting, saving, and trading in the details of their
lives that many companies and governments are engaged in. Most don't know much about it;
and, among those who do, few seem worried. We are now years into the post–Edward
Snowden92 era. One might reasonably have thought that the widespread loss of privacy for
hundreds of millions of people would be common knowledge and at least a bit distressing for
most people of any age. Jacob Silverman is the author of Terms of Service, a hard-hitting book
about social media. He stressed to me that there is indeed a big problem here worth everyone's
attention: “I think many people simply don't realize that everything they do online is being
surveilled by massive corporations and that data about their activities is freely traded among
companies and governments.”93Silverman added that the constant customization of personal
online experiences is another huge problem being overlooked: “[Many people] don't understand
how their own behaviors and data production are used to filter information, social media
timelines, and search results—producing what's commonly called a ‘filter bubble,’ in which
people only see content designed to flatter their tastes or beliefs.”Don't ignore the dark side of
social media. Don't pretend it's not there. Ignorance can only make it worse. “It's a digital data
vacuum cleaner on steroids, that's what the online ad industry has created,” explains Jeff
Chester, executive director of the Center for Digital Democracy.94 “They're tracking where your



mouse is on the page, what you put in your shopping cart, what you don't buy [as well as what
you do buy]. A very sophisticated commercial surveillance system has been put in place.”Lori
Andrews, a law professor and activist for Internet privacy rights, explains that we are all
shadowed by a digital double now. These doppelgangers have been pieced together from our
searches, purchases, shopping trends, and social media activities. Your second “you” may even
have more of an impact on your opportunities online than your off-line, real world characteristics
do. For example, while online you might be shown ads for merchandise, tickets, or services with
price points based not on your credit history or income but on your age, neighborhood, gender,
skin color, and websites visited in the past—all based on data mined from your online
activities.95 “As behavioral advertisers increasingly dictate a person's online and off-line
experiences, stereotyped characterizations may become self-fulfilling,” Andrews warns. She
continues:Rather than reflecting reality, behavioral analysis may inevitably define it. When young
people from “poor” zip codes are bombarded with advertisements for trade schools, they may be
more likely than their peers to forgo college. And when women are routinely shown articles about
cooking and celebrities, rather than stock market trends, they will likely disclaim any financial
savvy in the future. Behavioral advertisers are drawing new redlines, refusing to grant people the
tools necessary to escape the roles that society expects they play. Our digital doppelgangers are
directing our futures and the future of society.96You are not the sum of your Google searches,
Ebook Tops purchases, and Facebook likes. Your online activities should not define you as a
person. But, increasingly, they do. Part of the problem is that many people have been swayed by
the sweet talk of a wonderful wired-world in which online social networks serve, fix, entertain,
heal, and satisfy all wants and needs. For years now, young billionaires have been declaring lofty
and gallant goals for the platforms that enrich them. For example, Mark Zuckerberg declares that
his company, Facebook, will be key to ushering in the “global community,” a true planetary
culture that connects everyone, prevents harm, and enables faster progress.97 Many have lined
up behind such promises for the glorious march to cyber-utopia. But no one seems exactly sure
of the details—how to get there and what it will look like once we arrive—only that we must move
toward it. It's the mission itself that seems to matter most right now, and that mission is to
connect everyone and share everything toward transcending borders, improving education,
ending war and racism, sparking democratic revolutions, and generally saving us from
ourselves. All of this can be accomplished thanks to “free” social media sites and apps. And to
join in this noble adventure, all we need do is let them know everything about our private
lives.98I'm firmly opposed to encouraging irrational fears about anything, so I'm reluctant to paint
too harsh an image here. But the “free” gift of participation on these social media platforms can
be imagined as little Trojan horses that we happily welcome and wheel into the center of our
lives. Millions of people enjoy, trust, and rely on social media activity; some give social media
engagement something near to religious devotion. While our minds sleep in the glow of digital
screens, however, little hoplites in the form of algorithmic digital spies and saboteurs spill out
from the belly of the beast to conduct their endless espionage missions. Ignorance and



indifference won't help us. As we will see, this challenge can be controlled to some degree and
defended against in meaningful ways.Silverman points out a couple of pertinent facts relevant to
the cyber-utopian promise. First, that these exact same promises related to new communication
technologies were made by others in the past. He quotes radio pioneer Guglielmo Marconi: “The
coming of the wireless era will make war impossible, because it will make war ridiculous.”99
And, second, Silverman reminds us that the future is already here. The Internet, digital
communication, and all of those “revolutionary” Apple products are everywhere—yet utopia
eludes us. “Instantaneous global communication has failed to stop war, genocide, or famine;
women remain second-class citizens in large parts of the world; authoritarian propaganda
travels as easily online as human rights reports and in some countries, more easily;
smartphones have become the preeminent surveillance tool for corporations and governments
alike.” He continues:While many once foresaw digital capitalism as the harbinger of an era of
widespread prosperity, legacy industries such as newspapers have crumbled, and income
inequality is now higher than ever—particularly in San Francisco, home to many technology
industry employees who are shuttled daily on private buses to and from massive suburban
campuses, where they're showered with amenities and services and never have to interact with
residents in surrounding communities.100For me, the most fascinating—and troubling—aspect
of social media today is the uncertainty of it all. We just can't be sure where it's going in the near
or long-term future. Sure, Facebook may bring us all together and help create one big happy
human tribe. Or, it may divide and sort us into several million psychologically distinct digital silos,
stirring conflict and dumbing down humanity to horrific levels.William Poundstone, a thoughtful
critic of human cognition and culture, is the author of several books, including Head in the Cloud:
Why Knowing Things Still Matters When Facts Are So Easy to Look Up. He believes that social
media has made and will continue to make a significant impact. “To be human is to change, and
connectivity is part of that,” he told me. “You see people crossing the street, or eating in
restaurants, and they're all glued to their phones. You almost want to tell yourself it's a fad and it
will pass. But think how much more immersive—and addictive—our devices will be in ten years. I
don't pretend to know where we're going, but it's a big and fundamental change.”101At this
point, no one knows enough to either cheer on or condemn social media without reservation.
The landscape is changing under us every moment as countless invisible bridges connect a
scattered humanity. The Internet and social media have made a significant and lasting impact on
us in a brief time. And more is coming. We have added a new layer to our existence and cannot
afford to ignore what appears to be a total and permanent rewiring of humanity, if that is indeed
what this is. We cannot be passive about this or fail to give due attention. Yes, this means we
must devote something more than a 140-character tweet, two-line Facebook post, or Instagram
pic to the matter. We need to invest in some deep thinking about what it means to have more
Facebook friends than flesh friends. Are we okay with so many people devoting considerable
time and mental energy to sharing and retweeting other people's humor and wisdom instead of
making an effort to create some of their own? Isn't it worthy of a parent's concern when a young



daughter feels compelled to devote hours of daily effort to maintain an online persona?
Shouldn't someone, maybe all of us, be concerned when a teenager becomes a full-time
publicist charged with upping the Q-Rating of a client which is herself? “There was a time when,”
writes Randi Zuckerberg in her book Dot Complicated, “if you wore the wrong kind of clothes to
middle school, at worst the only people who would notice would be the clique of mean girls at
the cool-kids table. Now, the cool-kids table is everywhere.”102Online social networks can
change the ways we view our relationships with others and how we fit into the world. These
platforms reveal and display our connections to people in a new way. We now can look at a
compilation of names and think to ourselves: I know these people; I'm tied to all of them in some
way, big or small. Doing this can give life to our networks, make them seem more important. Like
everyone, I had friends in high school and college, and I have made connections along the way
in professional life. Prior to engaging with social media sites, however, I never owned a list of my
friends or mapped out my social network. It existed only as a vague cluster of faces who came
and went somewhere in my mind. Today, thanks to social media, I am able to scroll through a
digital list of thousands of names and headshots representing people I have crossed paths with
at some point and share a social connection with to some degree. Ironically, seeing all of these
people compiled in one place for easy viewing on a computer screen makes them seem more
real than they would be if they had existed only as memories or occasional contacts. “What
makes social network sites unique is not that they allow individuals to meet strangers,” danah m.
boyd and Nicole B. Ellison write in the Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication, “but
rather that they enable users to articulate and make visible their social networks.”103Social
media sites are sometimes criticized for cheapening or making a farce of friendships; but in this
way, at least, they allow us to better visualize, understand, and possibly develop a greater
appreciation for our existence as social creatures.WHAT DOES “FREE” COST?A key reason
social media platforms have become so popular is that they are billed as free to users. What's
odd about this is that they are not free to their users. There is a price—and it's a considerable
one. Users pay for access to the popular social media sites not with cash but by pouring out
much of their lives, knowingly and otherwise. Your life is the currency by which you gain
admission. Your age, education, location, profession, and personal preferences become
ammunition to be used for or against you by marketers, governments, employers, landlords,
political operatives, and more. Baby photos, tearful comments about breakups, political rants,
and photos of drunken adventures are all fair game. Social media companies aggregate, identify,
and quantify users’ online movements and behaviors. “One mistake is to think social media are
‘free,’” Poundstone explains, “You're paying for them, just in ways you can't see. Another is to
think you're not affected by online advertising. Everybody thinks it's those ‘other,’ gullible people
who fall for sales pitches. But we can't all be right. Online ads are a quarter-trillion-dollar
industry.”104YOUR FIFTEEN MINUTES OF FAME NEVER HAS TO END IN
CYBERSPACEWe've all been raised on television to believe that one day we'd all be
millionaires, and movie gods, and rock stars. But we won't. And we're slowly learning that fact.



And we're very, very pissed off.—Chuck Palahniuk, Fight Club105What drives so many to
devote time and energy to posting, commenting, and interacting on social media? Maybe this
feels like the best or only way to be heard in an increasingly crowded and noisy world. I
remember in the first weeks and months of my career as a journalist, I would get a rush of
positive feelings when I saw my name in print. No matter that it might have been attached to a
meaningless, mediocre article about nothing that was buried deep in the newspaper or
magazine. If it had my name on it, it was a big deal. It's embarrassing to admit this publicly, but it
felt like fame. And I liked it. Having my name seen by the public meant on some level that my
existence was confirmed. I was real. I mattered. I am published; therefore, I am. Those moments
of exhilaration faded over time, however. Today, even when I see my books on shelves in
bookstores, I don't feel anything close to that first high of a simple newspaper byline. But I do
remember. Maybe this is what many people who publish so much of their lives on social media
sites are chasing. We all want to exist out in the light. We all want to be famous or popular, or at
least matter to some degree. What is American pop culture today but a vast greenroom filled
with delusional hopefuls anxiously awaiting the call to center stage? I imagine that anonymity
might feel like death to some these days. And here comes social media to the rescue, offering
everyone, regardless of status or ability, a readily available micro-dose of fame.There must be
something to that. Facebook earned $27 billion in advertising in 2016, and Google made $90
billion that year.106 It's difficult to imagine this much money flying into the coffers of these social
media companies on a yearly basis if they weren't selling something that businesses find value
in. Clearly the playbook of surveilling users and exploiting their data for targeted advertising is a
winner. At least for now. There is always the possibility of a public backlash at any time. If enough
people were to become aware and get upset about how much of their lives is being harvested
and sold, they might demand change or simply leave these platforms for others that offer more
privacy.It is important that every social media user, from mere dabblers to full-blown cyber-
addicts, pause and let this soak in. Every click, share, like, search, tweet, photo, video, and
comment is captured, saved, and tossed into various vats of data that define you. This is the
digital brew that becomes your online identity. Algorithms determine who you are in digital form,
and all of this happens beyond your vision and reach. You have no right to review it to see how
much they know or check it for accuracy. For better or worse, you are what you do online, as
transcribed by unknown numbers of algorithms.I sometimes wonder what my digital profile looks
like—not the profile I construct but the profile that is created by my data behind the scenes. I'd
like to think that my profile shines as a charming fitness enthusiast, avid book reader, nature
lover, and advocate for science and reason, but I doubt it's that simple or flattering. For instance,
as a writer forever researching something new, I've read several issues of al Qaeda's
disturbingly slick, well-designed online do-it-yourself-terrorism magazine. I've chatted at length
with someone behind a white supremacy site—she was far more friendly and articulate than one
might expect. For research purposes, I have attended two KKK rallies and one Neo-Nazi picnic. I
probably e-mailed some friend or family member about one or more of those outings—Hey,



sorry, can't make lunch this Saturday. Gotta go to a Nazi potluck—which means there is a digital
record somewhere indicating that Guy P. Harrison goes to organized hate rallies. How might a
soulless algorithm, one that perhaps lacks the flexible and insightful judgment of a human being,
make use of that information? I also have an odd mix of Facebook friends, fans, and followers.
Some are tofu-saturated, magic-crystal-believing liberals and others are fire-breathing, bombs-
away right-wingers. For a science fiction short story, I once conducted an extensive series of
Google searches while trying to come up with a fact-based estimate of how many millions of
people a lethal lab-produced airborne virus might kill if it had an incubation period of two to three
weeks in the host, during which time victims showed no symptoms so they could remain mobile
and spread the virus farther. Come to think of it, it's worrisome that no one from the US
government has ever knocked on my door to ask me a few questions. I also have a teenage son
living in my house. I don't want to even begin to imagine what he may have been Googling over
the years—on an Internet account with my name attached to it.Do I have anything to worry
about? Do you? Are there misinformation and misinterpretations out there that could be bad for
us? We can't know, because the companies that barter in the shadows with our private thoughts
and activities don't have to tell us what they know—or, what they think they know—about us.
This should worry everyone because, unlike inaccurate credit reports, we don't have the legal
right to check them. We can't petition to have harmful errors and misjudgments corrected when
we don't even know that they exist.Personally, this gives me pause; but maybe this is not a big
deal. Maybe it's a good thing. “I don't believe there is any information worth protecting that is
available via my social media accounts,” said Natasha, a Florida attorney active on five social
media platforms.107 “I personally like advertisements being targeted toward consumers’ desires
and needs.” I too like the way Ebook Tops recommends book titles to me based on previous
purchases and page visits. I've been introduced to many great books over the years in this way.
But here's the colossal problem: Most people know relatively little about any of this. Too many
people seem to know nothing at all about what is going on behind the scenes. If a person
understands that virtually every move made on a social media site is logged, stored, saved, and
sold—and he or she is okay with that—then fine, no problem, take the risk. While researching
this book, however, I was shocked again and again by encounters with bright, well-informed
social media users who knew almost nothing about the collection of “private” data that these
companies are engaged in. People must become aware of this reality. As we will see later in this
book, people can suffer when unseen algorithms nibble away at their souls one click at a time. I
assume the main reason so many people aren't aware of what is going on is because social
media companies don't make it clear to their users that they are trading in the data of their lives.
Why would they tell? They can't be proud of what they are doing; because even if it's not illegal
or unethical (users agree to allow it in most cases), it looms as a potential PR disaster for them
nonetheless.
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Michelle Stacey Sjödin, “Food for Thought!. Much needed guidance in our current times. Love
that this book made me question my own tendencies to go along with or almost automatically
"believe" things I emotionally respond to as validation or comforting.. without thoroughly
considering the source, or credibility of the source, beforehand. I THINK I'm a little bit better
both in Social Media and general. Thanks Guy for pulling together and organizing educated and
researched perspectives.  I've bought several as gifts.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Interesting Perspective. Most of the content can be summed up by using
common sense and reasonable self discipline while online. Too wordy.”

tachi1, “A page turner, a thought inducer, and an intelligent insight of modern social trends.. I had
already made up my mind that the online social revolution is a force for the bad of society in
general and individuals in particular. The author sort of sits on the fence, clearly seeing all the
negatives but giving more weight to the positives which I admit are many. He was not successful
in changing my mind but he did give me food for thought. We both agree that this change is a
turning point in history and that it is irreversible. To me it is one of those “what has man wrought”
moments that, forever, has to change how we act and feel.Some of the possible positives that
might come out of this artificial social linkage is the probability of virtual reality adding another
dimension to our interconnectedness. I completely fail to see how this will make these already
artificial relationships more human or genuine. As much as I admire his positive outlook, I am
extremely concerned about the emotional and psychological well-being of the more vulnerable
among us. Like him, I have witnessed people who are physically in the same room but mentally
and emotionally in another and less-real world.Eye contact, the art of conversation, the process
whereby we form educated opinions and personal viewpoints, even the average adult attention
span have all been affected and I fail to see any positives in any of these changes.Back in the
1970’s, I had a friend who believed that people now had to go to psychiatrists because the front
porch disappeared and the daily personal contact with neighbors as they walked down the street
disappeared. Houses closed up because of air conditioning and the porch moved to the back
yard for privacy, thus limiting person-to-person daily contact. The impact of architecture on
interpersonal relationships is nothing compared to the technological impact.Before, you saw and
spoke to real people; opinions were expressed in paragraphs in a give-and-take conversation;
the title of “friend” was earned and had to be maintained by honesty and contact; you felt an
obligation to stay educated and be informed (in part because you didn’t want to sound stupid);
there was an investment of time and trust in relationships that was not limited to a quick
keyboard stroke in a limited number of characters or repeating what somebody else said.Yes,
there was gossip, and inaccuracies, and cruelty—but you had to do it to somebody’s face, not
hiding behind a keyboard and maybe not even using your name—and there was liability and



possible consequences. Like now, we all tended to hang around “people like us” and confirm the
rightness of our opinions by not venturing too much outside our comfort zone.The artificial
dopamine fix you get when someone you don’t know “likes” something you wrote is odd—
especially since neither you nor the liker you’re interacting with is really projecting their true
selves, just an online persona each has created.Let’s not even get started on the issue of
privacy.Reading this book has made me more alarmed rather than less. Mr. Harrison believes
that the world of social media is imperfect because, we, the people who inhabit and control it are
imperfect. I fully agree with that. He is also more confident than I am that people will control and
monitor their actions and interactions if they understand the whole picture.I sincerely hope that,
Harrison is right and I am wrong. I don't think I've ever wanted to be wrong as much as I do now.
But I heartily recommend this book. It is masterful in its ability to present issues and scenarios
that make you think and, considering how little time we currently devote to that exercise, it is an
excellent investment of our time and might--no, WILL--make us more aware of the current state
of our world and society and how we each fit into it.”

It's Just Me, “Comprehensive review of social media issues. Harrison offers a thorough review of
thoughts and studies on an array of social media issues. Lots of quotes and summaries and
references and lots of footnotes if you want to read further. This isn’t really anything new here;
instead this compiles much of what is already known. And what a good job it does at that!If you
are well read on the topic, this probably isn’t for you. If, however, you haven’t been keeping up to
date on what’s up in social media problems and possible problems, then this is an excellent, one
book stop for those needs.Since, at least at the time I write this, there isn’t a “look inside” feature
available, here’s the chapters and their subheadings, so you know what’s in here:1: Wild and
Wired: Navigating New Cultures of Connectivity – What have we become?; What is social
media?; How many friends does it take to fill a brain?; Conversations in the dark; Trusting tools;
Will we miss privacy?; What does ‘free’ cost?; What a connected world is doing to us; The
connected brain; Are social media the new social capital?; Have online connections replaced
offline connections?; The impact of social media; The renaissance of nonsense will be digitized;
Why terrorists love social media2: Welcome to Your Very Own Customized, Biased Bubble of
Psychological Reinforcement, Manipulation and Lies – Confirmation bias vs. the quest for truth;
How to beat the bias; When confirmation bias just isn’t enough; Twirling the cognitive
kaleidoscope; Reality warped, the first against fake news; The great propaganda pandemic of
2016; Today the buck stops with you; Wait, what is fake news?; Peeling the Onion; Journalism
101: special edition for the masses; Not rocket science; Visible listening; The boundless nature
of belief; Contradictory ‘fountain of facts’; Who believes this stuff?; Trump’s triumph puts fake
news in the spotlight; Inoculation theory; Fighting back; Final thoughts on the war for your
thoughts3: Social Media Addiction: Harm or Hype? – The defector; The curious concept of
internet addiction; It’s complicated; Who’s in charge of your life?; “I think I’m off for good this
time.”; What happens if we turn it off?; Who you calling an addict?; But I’m so interesting4: What



Your Other Mind Does On Social Media – Contact with all online information matters because
your subconscious mind remembers and makes use of far more than ‘you’ will ever know; What
happens when you don’t know what you don’t know?; Why we don’t rock the boat – even when
it’s sinking; Beware the bandwagon; False consensus effect; Watch where your anchor drops;
Others are more easily fooled than I; Looking up and falling down; When finding out that you are
wrong means knowing you are right; It makes sense to fear irrational fear; How to think like a
scientist; Wisdom, humility, and the ever-present blind spot bias5: The Quest for Privacy,
Security, and the Perfect Password – Can privacy survive?; A growing discontent; Why internet
privacy is your issue; Nothing ever goes away; The quest for the perfect password; Email is
scary, too; Terms of service; A risky proposition; So what?; Is it too late?6: What’s Next? – What
is the future of the internet and social media?; Why are we doing this?; Don’t blink, you might
miss the future; Downloading Utopia; On social media, no one can hear you scream; Digital
grooming for the masses; Can the internet and social media make us smarter and nicer?; Is
government regulation the answer to all our woes?; Pushing in the right direction”

The book by Guy P. Harrison has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 23 people have provided feedback.
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